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The Hotspot virtual machine (VM) is a core component of the OpenJDK project. It provides automatic dynamic memory management for
its hosted applications using different garbage collection algorithms
[1].
The current default collector, G1 [2], is a generational, incremental,
mostly concurrent, stop-the-world evacuating garbage collector which
tries to keep user-defined pause-time goals within its stop-the-world
pauses.
The current implementation implements fairly complicated zone postwrite-barriers [3] in order to move maintenance work for remembered
sets for incremental collection out of the pause. This mechanism is
called refinement in G1. This reduces pause times, but comes at a
significant cost of up to 10% in throughput compared to other throughput oriented collectors like Hotspot's Parallel GC [4].
In many cases, the user-defined pause time goal is set very lenient or
not at all (i.e. using the default of 200ms) that can be easily met by
G1 already. This means that a significant amount of potential throughput while keeping the user goal is lost.
The goal of this thesis is to explore behavior and optimization opportunities of a more throughput-oriented alternate mode of G1 by removing the concurrent refinement, keeping all other attributes (concurrent marking, incremental collection) to (re-)gain throughput while
staying within pause time goals.
The scope of this thesis is as follows:
• Implement a prototype that changes the current post-write barrier
to a variant of the Parallel GC card-table based post-write barrier
within the G1 framework.
The young collection garbage collection algorithm needs to be
adapted to this change as the current code exploits the availability
of concurrent refinement.
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• Evaluate throughput and latencies compared to existing G1 and
Parallel GC of variants of this hybrid with at least two different
throughput-oriented post write barriers on several workloads
(DaCapo [5], SPECjbb [6], Renaissance [7]).
• Implement and evaluate a prototype that can switch between
these barriers at stop-the-world pauses (by simply throwing away
existing code) to demonstrate that both options can coexist. Experiment with potential switch-over strategies.
Since this work is done in close cooperation with Oracle and the
OpenJDK project, with potential contributions to the OpenJDK project
resulting from this work, this requires the student to understand and
sign an Oracle Contributors Agreement [8] at the start of the thesis
work.
The progress of the project should be discussed at least every two
weeks with the supervisor. A time schedule and a milestone plan must
be set up within the first 3 weeks. It should be continuously refined
and monitored to make sure that the thesis will be completed in time.
The final version of the thesis should be submitted not later than
30.09.2023.
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